
Shamanism 201 Class 4 

 

Four Directions 

South – way of the healer/past/Serpent 

West – way of the warrior/move beyond limitations/Jaguar 

North – way of the teacher or seer/time/Hummingbird 

East – way of the visionary to see into other realms/new dream/Condor/Eagle 

 

Appacheta 

Marker or places of power 

Stack each stone as a prayer 

Acts as an altar 

Use your mesa to create the energy in it 

Appacheta 

Can be in nature or create an energy spot in your environment 

Outdoors dig a hole and put the feminine end downward 

Make one on special dates 

Appacheta 

Say a prayer 

Blow and go around in a circle with your mesa 

Bring energy back to your solar plexus, then heart, then third eye 

Sprinkle with Florida Water 

How the energy will connect and grow 

 

Restoring Harmony Ceremony 

Balance the luminous light body to restore harmony 

Client needs a spiritual cleanse, may be done after a divination 

Creates an arch of energy a belt that spin around their body 

Need 3 pairs of stones 

Picture green on your hands before starting  

Protection bracelets are recommended, citrine, shungite, tourmaline etc.  



Restoring Harmony Ceremony 

Smudge the client with sage 

Select 6 stones from your mesa or collection (3 pairs) 

Navel – cusqo 

Heart – sonqo 

Eyebrows – nawis 

Place the stones next to navel & heart and on the eyebrows 

Male stones on the right side 

Feminine stones on the left side 

Eyebrow stones should be appropriately sized 

Restoring Harmony Ceremony 

Open the three energy centers next to the stones (3x turn) 

At the client’s head hold the release points 

Create three bands of energy (navel, heart, eyebrow), this may take 10 minutes 

What color are the bands? 

Tell the client what you are seeing or the meaning of the stones you selected for them 

Restoring Harmony Ceremony 

Hold the client’s ankles 

Push the 3 bands up one at a time starting at the lowest one to the eighth chakra 

The bands are stacked but they do not merge 

Pull the energy quickly down through feet 

Move to side before the energy comes down 

Sometimes an attachment or hucha comes first 

Do not let the attachment touch you take it to Pachamama, or flick it down 

As the bands come back down, they release and restore harmony 

Journey 

Lower world journey 

Travel to your shaman tree 

Ask what you need to know for this new life/energy transition 

See if there is any information or a gift for you 



 

Waka 

WAKA IS A VORTEX 
Waka 

Vortex energy comes from the stars and goes right into the Earth 

Good or not so good energy ones 

Waka 

Most of the ones today are covered up by landmarks such as churches/temples, capital 

buildings etc. 

Annapolis state circle 

Chapel of the Holy Cross Vortex in Sedona 

Great Falls, MD 

Washington Monument 

Moray in Peru (feminine portal) 

Sometime negative ones have prisons built on them 

 

Build a Little Waka 

Build one by creating a column of energy to use for your client 

Clear a place in the Earth 

Place 4 stones in a grid toward the 4 directions 

Create sacred space 

Breath and pull the energy down 

Bring the energy of the stars in first and connect it to Pachamama 

Pull the energy in from the apus or local bodies of water (Chesapeake Bay) 

Feed it candy/sweets to keep it energized 

It will last for a few days 

Pull that energy in energetically to a healing session or do on behalf of a client 

 

Protection Ceremony 

CREATES AN ENERGETIC PROTECTION BLANKET AROUND YOUR CLIENT IN 
ORDER TO REPEL NEGATIVE ENERGY 



 
Client standing 

Place your mesa directly below their cusqo 

Connect your ceremonial knife to the protective energies 

Say an affirmation that you want to protect this client 

Call in a protective power animal(s) 

Optional call in angels (Michael) 

Wear protective jewelry (Huayruro) 

Place a hand on their crown chakra 

Place the other hand with the knife above the head 

Say a prayer or repeat a phrase until you intuit that it is time to move on 

 

Example of a prayer 

Hempe Pachamama, hempe Inti, hempe Mama Qucha, hempe Wayre (earth, father sun, 

healing waters, wind) 

Hempe spirit of the shamans, come to my brother/sister 

Hempe spirit of the shamans, bring protection 

With every breath he/she take 

With every step he/she takes, 

He/She is protected 

 

Chant “protection” (repeatedly) 

Use the knife to cut from the eighth chakra at the head to the feet (blade down) 

Right front side of body top down then down the right side of the back 

Left side front side of the body top down and the then the left side down the back 

Tap the blade 3x on the ground 

Have the client step over your mesa cord or sacred rope 

Left foot first and place the foot down hard, left foot is normal 

Reset of the luminous light body has been completed 



Note: If performing this on another mesa carrier stack the mesas while performing the 

ceremony 

Journey 

Upper world journey 

Look for place in nature there 

Ask to be shown a crystal or a healing object and how to use it 

Drum Ceremony  

Restores harmony to the luminous light body 

Options: 

1. Pendulum the chakras to see which ones need assistance and drum 
for those chakras 

2. Open all 7 or the 3 main chakras (navel, heart, 3
rd

 eye) and close them 
at the end 

3. You can journey while drumming and retrieve a medicine gift for the 
client 

 

Optional: Client may state a healing intention 

Let them know that you will be drumming to cleanse their energy body and bring 

harmony 

Smudge the client with sage 

Drum over the body back and forth (top to bottom and bottom to top) 

Intuitively move the drum closer and further away from the client’s body 

Drum for 10-12 minutes or whatever is doable for you 

Do the “call back” 

Four beats four times 

Rapid drumming 

Slower four beats four times 

Close any chakras that were opened 

 

Homework 

Create a despacho for the intent of your medicine path 

Journey 



Faculties of the Light Journey 

Upper world journey 

Ask if there are any other power spirits that you need to connect to now in your medicine 

journey? 

Is there anything you are leaving out of your medicine journey? 

 

Closing Sacred Space 

Four Directions 

South – way of the healer/past/Serpent 

West – way of the warrior/move beyond limitations/Jaguar 

North – way of the teacher or seer/time/Hummingbird 

East – way of the visionary to see into other realms/new dream/Condor/Eagle 

 


